Colonial Heights Fire , EMS and Emergency Management 2020 Annual Report
COVID-19 and its
grim effects on a global scale
will make the year 2020 remembered infamously forever.
We will not soon forget mask
mandates, social distancing,
vaccines, business closings and
numerous other unpleasantries
associated with that year or the
virus. Despite all the gloomy
occurrences in 2020, for the
members of our department, it
was a time of strength without
faltering. Amidst the chaos
created by COVID-19, the
members of Colonial Heights
Fire and EMS tied their gowns,
pulled on their gloves and
donned their masks and goggles, and without fear, went out
into the field to provide patient
care to our citizens and visitors.
From our oldest members to
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Message from the Chief
our newest recruits, I can’t
thank them enough for their
unfailing efforts to combat this
virus. At all hours of the day,
under all circumstances, they
never failed to answer the call.
During this time, all departments within Colonial Heights
worked together to reach a
common
goal,
combating
COVID-19. From isolated
cases to concentrated areas of
infection, Emergency Management, while working closely
with City Manager Doug
Smith, played a huge role in
stopping the spread of the virus, while also offering aid to
the infected. I cannot thank
City Manager Doug Smith and
the entire City Council enough
for their constant and unwavering support to our organization
during this historic pandemic.
The year 2020 was also a year
of growth and change within
our organization. With the
retirements of Fire Chief A.G.
Moore and Emergency Manager Beverly Brandt, ambitious
members of our department
strove to fill the vacancies
created. To start, after being a
member of this department
since 1993, I was promoted to
the position of Fire Chief. I feel
that I have been blessed with
the greatest job in the world. I
have a daily opportunity to
work with a strong crew of first
responders, who never fail to
answer the call. I am honored
to be their Chief. I have also
been blessed with a great Fire
Administration staff that has
been there for me every step of
the way. I also couldn’t ask for
a better City Council or City
Manager to work for. Please
know your labors for our organization don’t go unappreciated. I would also like to mention the hiring of Tim Blumenschine to the position of
Emergency Manager. Tim has
been a great addition to our
staff and I know he will do
well here in the City. Promotions would also allow former
Battalion Chief David Kissner

Wayne Hoover
Fire Chief
to be elevated to the rank of
Deputy Chief. During a time
where much of my day was
spent working as Emergency
Manager, Chief Kissner led our
department with outstanding
results. I cannot over praise the
fruits of his leadership to our
department. I would like to also
mention our newest leader of B
shift with the new promotion of
former
Lieutenant
Steven
Gillam to Battalion Chief. Lastly, but certainly not least, our
department promoted former
Firefighter Wayne Rae to Lieutenant of our training division. I
am interested to see where these
last two promotions lead our
department in their respective
fields.
The year 2020 would
also be a year where our new
Aerial Platform Quint 942
would be placed in service. Also, with funding from the
CARES Act, we were fortunate
enough to obtain a new Horton
Medium Duty Medic 936,
equipped with increased air
ventilation and UV lighting to
combat the effects of the
COVID-19 virus. We are proud
to offer these new state of the art
trucks to our citizens, visitors
and surrounding localities when
they are in need.
Lastly, I cannot fail to mention

how grateful our department
is of the newest members of
our organization from Recruit
School 21. During a time of
chaos and uncertainty, they
stepped up into the field of
Fire and EMS to serve our
City. We are grateful for their
ambition as new providers
during this historic time.
I am hopeful that
you will stop by your local
fire station and thank these
men and women for their
courageous acts of service.
They have been on the front
lines during this pandemic
and will always be there for
you when you, your family,
and our citizens are in need.
Their customer service is
superior, and I am proud of
each and every one of them. It
is both an honor and a pleasure to serve alongside them.

Deputy Fire Chief
David Kissner

David Kissner
Deputy Fire Chief

The department responded
to 5,221 calls for service in
2020. On further breakdown, 3,972 or 76% of the
incidents were medical related resulting in 2,537 patient transports to local hospitals. There were 22 building fires or fires within
buildings that were extinguished limiting total damage to an estimated
$121,126. Five civilians
were injured at fire incidents with none of those
injuries being life threatening. Fortunately, there were
no firefighters injured at fire
incidents in 2020. The department placed a new rear
mounted tower ladder into
service that will replace a
unit that is over 20 years
old. That unit will become a
reserve that will add redundancy to our fire apparatus
fleet to ensure operational
readiness. The new tower

ladder will be housed at the
Dunlop Farms fire station
and will greatly enhance the
departments ability to provide fire protection throughout the city. In 2019 the city
was awarded a federal grant
to assist with funding 6 new
Firefighter/Medic positions.
These positions will allow
the department to fully staff
engine companies at both of
the City’s fire stations for the
first time in department history. The COVID 19 pandemic of 2020 affected the
citizens, city and department
in an unprecedented way.
The lives of all involved
would change and the department would be faced with a
challenge that it had never
seen before. The pandemic
initiated a change in daily
operations that was dynamic
and ever changing. Our
members would don personal

protective equipment on
every call to reduce the
effects of the potentially
deadly virus. Our staff
without hesitation faced
increase call loads and
worked tirelessly throughout this pandemic to ensure
that our citizens were cared
for. They faced mental and
physical burnout and
worked together to cope
with something they hoped
they never face again in
their lifetimes. The men
and women of this department are true heroes, and I
couldn’t be prouder of
their actions throughout
this pandemic. As we continue to work towards an
end of the pandemic, we
must be vigilant and continue to follow CDC guidelines and protect ourselves
to limit the spread of the
disease.
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This story can fit 150-200
words.

useful to your readers.

One benefit of using your
newsletter as a promotional
tool is that you can reuse
content from other marketing
materials, such as press
releases, market studies, and
reports.
While your main goal of distributing a newsletter might
be to sell your product or
service, the key to a successful newsletter is making it

A great way to add useful
content to your newsletter is
to develop and write your
own articles, or include a
calendar of upcoming events
or a special offer that promotes a new product.
You can also research articles or find “filler” articles by
accessing the World Wide
Web. You can write about a
variety of topics but try to
keep your articles short.

I n s i d e

“To catch the reader's attention, place an
interesting sentence or quote from the story
here.”

This story can fit 100-150
words.

The subject matter that appears in newsletters is virtually endless. You can include
stories that focus on current
technologies or innovations in
your field.
You may also want to note
business or economic trends,
or make predictions for your
customers or clients.

I n s i d e

This story can fit 75-125
words.
Selecting pictures or graphics
is an important part of adding content to your newsletter.
Think about your article and
ask yourself if the picture
supports or enhances the
message you’re trying to

Much of the content you put
in your newsletter can also
be used for your Web site.
Microsoft Publisher offers a
simple way to convert your
newsletter to a Web publication. So, when you’re finished
writing your newsletter, convert it to a Web site and post
it.

Caption describing picture or
graphic.

S t o r y

H e a d l i n e

If the newsletter is distributed
internally, you might comment
upon new procedures or improvements to the business.
Sales figures or earnings will
show how your business is
growing.

new employees or top customers or vendors.

Some newsletters include a
column that is updated every
issue, for instance, an advice
column, a book review, a letter from the president, or an
editorial. You can also profile

S t o r y

convey. Avoid selecting images that appear to be out of
context.
Microsoft Publisher includes
thousands of clip art images
from which you can choose
and import into your newsletter. There are also several
tools you can use to draw
shapes and symbols.

H e a d l i n e

Once you have chosen an
image, place it close to the
article. Be sure to place the
caption of the image near the
image.

Caption describing picture or
graphic.
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V O L U N T E E R S

Donnie Woolard
President

Do YOU Have
What it Takes?
Volunteer with
Colonial
Heights Fire
and EMS
Contact us at
(804)520-9377

Drew Comstock
Treasurer

Do you have what it takes to be a
Colonial Heights Fire and EMS
volunteer? We are always looking for committed volunteers
willing to serve the citizens of
Colonial Heights. You will need
to commit to a minimum of 32
hours of service per month as
well as attend trainings on the first
and third Thursday evenings of
each month.
Our Department prides itself on
the fact that when a team of firefighters or EMS providers arrive
at a home, our citizens are not met
by just a career member or a volunteer member, but rather a
“professional” firefighter or EMS
provider. As professionals we all
strive to meet a high standard of
expectations that our citizens
deserve.
In order to become a firefighter,
eligible volunteers must be certified by the Virginia Department
of Fire Programs. Additionally,
each interior firefighter must pass
an annual physical ability test that
simulates firefighting activities
Lastly, all eligible firefighters
must complete a medical evalua-

tion for interior fire suppression.
Volunteers unable to meet all of
these criteria are still allowed to
assist on the fireground but may
only participate in exterior functions. In order to be a medical
provider eligible to provide direct
patient care, one must be certified
by the Virginia Office of EMS as
a certified provider. Additionally,
each EMS provider must complete
a
challenging
“precepting” (hands on training)
program under the close guidance of one of the Department’s
Field Training Officers (FTO).
When a provider is released as a
medical attendant, our citizens
can be assured they are being well
cared for by qualified medical
providers.
Each year our Volunteers contribute many hours of their time to
serve our citizens. Some of those
volunteers spend enormous
amounts of time in our stations
going well above and beyond the
32 hour commitment. During
2020, one of those Volunteers,
Drew Comstock, sacrificed 630
hours of his time to our citizens.

Interstate 95 (March)

Richard
Moorman
Ave Hubbell
(March)
Vice President

Total
Volunteer
hours for the
year 2020:
4,129

Active Membership
(32 hours per month Commitment)
Interior Firefighters
1
EMT Provider
4
EMT Provider/Interior FF
1
Reduced Hour Membership
(12 hours per month Commitment)
Interior Firefighter
EMT Provider
ALS Provider
ALS provider/Interior FF
Support membership

1
1
1
1

Photographers
Administrative Support
Asst. Fire Marshal

1
1
2

Scott Carrigan
Asst. Secretary

Lieutenant
Eric Albert
Susan
Crane
TrainingSecretary
Lieutenant
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L O G I S T I C S

Kenny Frenier
Logistics

There were
many new changes
in the logistics division in 2020. The
need for increased
staffing was recognized and addressed
by the hiring of 3
additional part-time
employees. Logistics is one link in
the chain of a successful department
and Kenny Frenier,
Randy Gryder,
Thomas Long, Jonathan Mangum and
Allan Pilout are the
keys to its success.
Many hours
were spent cleaning
existing storage areas, painting administration and relocating to more suitable office spaces.
The Logistic
Division started
handling station and
EMS supplies along

with specialty
equipment while
continuing to maintain vehicle repairs.
With Logistics handling all
these items, personnel in the station
have more time to
train and respond to
emergency calls.
Two new
units were put into
service, a E-One
Cyclone Quint to
replace the 2000
Pierce Quint. Our
fleet was able to
add an additional
ambulance with
COVID-19 funds.
Medic 936, an International / Horton
with UV Air Surface Disinfection
Lamp, was placed
into service.
Logistics
completed approximately 250 apparatus and building
work orders for the
year. There were
150 supply requests
were processed in
the last 6 months
since the restructuring of this Division.
Logistics can
be easily forgotten
but it is one of the
most important

roles in a fire department. Your abilities and professionalism are recognized
by all and we thank
you for your hard
work.

Interstate 95 (March)

Moorman Ave (March)

Lieutenant Eric Albert
Training Lieutenant
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With the guidance of the
senior firefighters on shift,
all of the new personnel
were released as Basic Life
Support (BLS) Attendant In
Charge (AIC), and one released ALS AIC. Lt. Smith
was also able to work with
Firefighter Clary getting
him released as a department Field Training Officer.

Eric Albert
Battalion Chief
Battalion Chief Albert continues to
improve services delivered by the
department and his shift by being
fair and consistent. He continues to
manage the implementation of the
Motorola Public Safety Radio
system for the city slated to be fully
operational by 2023. He continues
to monitor and evaluate special
projects that have been implemented to include the use of iPads for
EMS call reporting, Pepwave routers in all apparatus for network
access and Radio Manager to maintain all city Public Safety Radios.
He maintains his Assistant Fire
Marshal certifications by attending
the required firearm and continuing
education classes. He also continues to assist the Training Division
and the Department by maintaining
his Infection Control Officer and
Advanced Life Support (ALS)
Coordinator certifications.

Lieutenant Smith saw his
staff go from four to seven
with the addition of 3 personnel from recruit school
#21. The increased staffing
was a blessing, but also
created some challenges.

Lieutenant Hoke joined A-Shift in
May from the Training and Safety
Division where his last major
accomplishment was Lead Instructor for Fire Recruit School
#21. He has transitioned back to
shift work and brought a new
enthusiasm for training. Heavy
emphasis has been placed on fire
behavior, tactics, hose line deployment and advancement, and driver
pump operator training. He continues to serve as a Board Member
for the Crater Regional Technical
Rescue Team. He also completed
grants from the Cameron Foundation for the purchase of Cardiac
Monitors and COVID-19 decontamination devices.

Firefighter Fontaine was selected as
the Firefighter of Year for 2019 and
continues to manage the emergency medical supplies for the department. Firefighter Fontaine ensures
both stations have adequate supplies and that they are reordered and
restocked in a timely fashion. Firefighter Fontaine has faced challenges ordering supplies due to COVID
-19 shortages but worked tirelessly
both on and off shift to ensure we
had adequate supplies to continue
our day to day operations.

Firefighter Hammack continued
to improve the shift and department by assisting in instructing
Recruit School #21 and has obtained his Haz-Mat Awareness
and Operations Train the Trainer
(TtT), making him one of only 2
individuals in the department able
to teach this course. He also completed his Driver Pump Operator
TtT and Heavy Vehicle Rescue
Level 2. Firefighter Hammack
continues to be an active member
of the Haz-Mat and Technical
Rescue Team.

Firefighter Kissner is currently working on getting released
as an engine operator. In November, Firefighter Kissner
attended John Tyler Community College Commercial
Interstate
95 (March)
Driver
License
(CDL) program which is a multi-week
program where he successfully passed the CDL Class-A
licensing. He plans to work
part time completing long
hauls or trips over his 4-day
breaks
in hisAve
own
Kenworth
Moorman
(March)
Semi Truck.

Firefighter Turner completed the
Driver Pump Operator course helping him refine the skills needed to
perform as an Engine Operator.
Shortly after completion of the DPO
course Firefighter Turner was released as a driver for both Engine 941
and 991. Firefighter Turner has enrolled himself in a Strategy and Tactics course to begin working toward
the required courses to become an
acting officer as well as managing
staffing and rotations for A Shift
Station 1.

Lieutenant Eric Albert
Training Lieutenant
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Firefighter Benjamin Lang
continued the care and
maintenance of the department’s gas monitoring
equipment, ensuring that
all monitors are calibrated
and tested for use and performing small repairs in
house. Firefighter Lang
has also been appointed to
the apparatus committee to
serve as the A-Shift representative. He will be instrumental in the design,
purchasing, and inspection
process of a replacement
engine for the current Engine 941. Firefighter Lang
also obtained his Driver
Pump Operator certification.

S H I F T
was quickly released as a
BLS-AIC and Medic Driver.
Firefighter Plasencia continues to expand his knowledge
of Firefighting and has taken
(March)
to theInterstate
job well.95He
is currently enrolled in a Paramedic course at Virginia Commonwealth University
(VCU) with an anticipated
completion in the fall of
2021.

Firefighter Moss completed his
paramedic in April of 2020. He also
completed the Driver Pump Operator program and has been released
to operate Q942 and R942. FF
Moss expanded on his knowledge
by attending Tech Rescue and
Instructor I courses. Firefighter
Moss also became an FTO in late
2020. He anticipates completing his
Bachelor’s Degree in Fire Administration in August of 2021.

Firefighter Crenshaw continues to contribute to his
shift and the department
any way he can. He manages the SCBA’s for annual
testing and repairs as they
arise. He oversees the patient care reporting system
the department currently
uses as he constantly resets
Firefighter Clary accomplished a providers passwords and
few goals he had set aside for him- compiles reports as requestself. He began Acting LT training, ed from administration. As
successfully completed and ob- one of the senior personnel
tained Instructor 2, Basic Pump
on shift he continues to help
Operator (BPO), and Rural Water,
and also retained his child car seat the recruits with training
technician and instructor certifica- and knowledge of the medtion. He fulfilled all the above while ics and firetrucks. As an
also mentoring 3 new recruits at the FTO, he has worked with
and cleared one of the last
station.
hired personnel as a paramedic. His contributions to
the shift and the department
are unmatched, his eye for
detail and the ability to diagnose and troubleshoot
saves the department and
city money along with
keeping equipment in service.
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Moorman Ave (March)

Firefighter Spence started
his career with Colonial
Heights in January 2020. In
February, he was assigned
to A Shift Station 2. In
April, he became a released
ALS AIC provider and
Brush Truck operator. During the 2020-year, Firefighter Spence completed multiple classes and obtained
several Tech Rescue certifications. He also bought a
house in Colonial Heights in
May of 2020. Firefighter
Spence enrolled at VCU’s
Intermediate to Paramedic
Bridge program to finish out
his paramedic. He is currently still enrolled and
plans to finish his Paramedic in May of 2021.

Firefighter Plasencia completed Recruit School #21
and is assigned to A Shift
Station 1. Firefighter Plasencia brought extensive EMS
experience to the shift and

Firefighter Budinger began
his fire service career as
part of Colonial Heights’
Recruit School #21, graduated in April and assigned
to A shift Station 2. He was
quickly released as a BLS
AIC and Medic Driver.
While he was learning all
the new skills and
knowledge required to be a
firefighter, he was simultaneously completing John
Tyler Community College’s
Paramedic program. he has
taken an interest in technical rescue operations and
completed Technical Rescue Module 1. In June, he
married his wife, Neil and
began his new life as a husband. In December, two
years of work culminated in
his graduation from Paramedic school with an Associates of Applied Science.
Firefighter Budinger subsequently completed and
passed both written and
psychomotor exams to earn
his National Registry Paramedic Certification.
Lieutenant Eric Albert
Training Lieutenant
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Interstate 95 (March)

Moorman Ave (March)

Firefighter Noah Dunbar
completed Recruit School
#21 and is assigned to A Shift
Station 1. Since that time he
has expanded his role from
jump seat firefighter to also
fill the role of BLS-AIC and
Medic Driver. Firefighter
Dunbar is currently enrolled
in a Paramedic course at
VCU with an anticipated
completion in the fall of
2021.

Firefighter Adams started his
career in Colonial Heights Fire and
EMS in January 2020. He has
been working hard towards obtaining his Paramedic Certification
through attending the Paramedic
Program with VCU and is projected to finish up the program in
December of 2021. Firefighter
Adams accomplishments this year
include: getting released as a BLS
AIC, completing the training
program to operate the medic
units, received his Associated
Degree Diploma from Richard
Bland College, met all requirements to recertify his EMT-B at
the National Registry Level and at
the State Level. Firefighter Adams continues to strive for a strong
work ethic with his shift and improve on his skills as a new Firefighter.

Lieutenant Eric Albert
Training Lieutenant
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B-Shift has been very active.
The shift answered 1,592 calls
for service in 2014. This is a
6.5% increase from last year.
The responses included 7
structure fires, 16 vehicle fires,
and 8 outdoor fires which
included grass and woodland
fires. 1,155 calls for emergency medical services were answered by B-Shift during the
year. This
Johnrepresents
Andersonan increase ofBattalion
7% from
the previChief
ous Steven
year. Additionally,
Gillam 201
callsBattalion
were received
Chieffor general
assistance such as smoke detector checks, and public education programs. Firefighter’s
Hagler and Papelino continue
to assist in the Fire Marshal’s
office. Firefighters Hoke and
Lyles completed Fire Instructor I, and Driver Pump Operator courses. Firefighter Hoke
also completed the Fire Of-

The men and women of B-shift
responded to numerous calls
for service throughout 2020.
They operated at numerous
structure fires, vehicle accidents, and a substantial amount
of medical calls. They continued to train on a consistent
basis to ensure a state of readiness for the citizens and visitors of Colonial Heights.
The year 2020 was a year that
the members of B-shift will not
soon forget. They saw the
challenges of dealing with the
Pandemic, as well as welcoming new members to the shift,
and also leadership changes for
the shift. In March, the shift
saw the beginnings of the
COVID-19 Pandemic, and
have been dealing with increased calls for service as well
as taking additional precautions
to keep themselves safe. Both
stations spent numerous hours
training on Fire & EMS topics

S H I F T

course.
Firefighter’s
toficer
helpI them
remain
up to
Hester
completed
date
withand
anySchane
changes
that
Fire Officer
II. Firefighter
occur
within their
field of
Shane attended Confined
practice.
InSpace
May Rescue.
of 2020,Firefighter
B-Shift saw
finished
a Hester
changesuccessfully
in its leadership,
FireLt.
Instructor
and also
with
Steven II,
Gillam
being
promoted
became chairman
to ActingofBattalion
the deChief.
In September,
his
partment’s
EMS Committee.
promotion
become
Firefighterwould
Petet also
serves on
official
andCommittee,
he would stay
the EMS
in addileading
operations
of Btion to the
collating
department
Shift.
call statistics for Chief Salot.
B-shift
station
1 was
led by
Firefighter
Tatum
attended
Lt.theAllen
whotraining
continues
required
andto
has
impart
his knowledge
onto as
been flying
with Med-Flight
a flight paramedic. He also
completed Elevator and
Heavy Truck Rescue courses.
The shift attended in-service
training with Chesterfield Fire
Department, and various other training classes during the
year. Firefighters Dodd,
Hagler and Schane continued

C
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to assist Lieutenant’s Allen
his
shift and develop
and Nelson
as Acting
Lieutenthem
into future
leaders
ants
in
their
absence.
Lieutenof the department. Lt
ants Troy
Allen and
Cary
Hines
led B-shift
station
have consistently
2Nelson
throughout
2020 and kept
their personnel
prepared to
spent
time developing
answer
all
calls
for
his crew into actingservice.
officers and operators.
For the second consecutive year, B-shift welcomed three new members with FF Benton, FF
Blackburn, and FF
Rakes being assigned to
the shift after successfully completing recruit
academy #21. They all
have received successful
evaluations for their first
year and continue to
transition well into their
new roles.
FF Worrell and his high
school sweetheart Laura
got married in April of
Fthis
T year. FF’s Barrett
and Lyles both got engaged with both of them
planning weddings for
2021. FF Schane and

Interstate 95 (March)
Interstate 95 (March)
Cary Nelson
Lieutenant Station 2

Troy
Moorman
AveAllen
(March)
Lieutenant
Station
Moorman Ave
(March)1

Troy Allen
Lieutenant Station 2

Horace Hines
Lieutenant Station 2

Patrick Grundler
Lieutenant Station 1

Horace Hines
Lieutenant Station 2

Lieutenant Eric Albert
Training Lieutenant
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ficer I course. Firefighter’s
B-Shift
has been
very active.
his wife
Cassie
welcomed
a
selected
to serve on the
and Schane
completed
The
shift
answered
1,592
calls
baby girl Brinley into their
E941Hester
replacement
commitFire
Officer
II.
Firefighter
service
2014.
lives.forFF
Cashinand
his This
wife is a tee.
attended Confined
6.5%purchased
increase from
last year. FF’s Shane
Amanda
a new
Blackburn,
Space Rescue.
included 7 Bonovitch,
homeThe
andresponses
are also expectMurphy,Firefighter
and
Hester
structure
ing their
first fires,
child16
in vehicle
Au- fires,Worrell
are successfully
all enrolledfinished
in
Fire Instructor
II, with
and also
gust.and 8 outdoor fires which Paramedic
programs
became
chairman
of the degrass
andconwoodland different
FF’sincluded
Lyles and
Petet
colleges
throughpartment’s
EMS
Committee.
structed
crosslay
state. All
of them
fires.a 1,155
callssimulafor emergen- out the
Petetdate
also serves on
tor for
advancement
a completion
cy hoselay
medical services
were an- haveFirefighter
the
EMS
Committee,
in additraining.
FF’s
Lyles,
Petet,
within
2021
and
hopefully
swered by B-Shift during the
tionreleased
to collating
and Schane
revamped
thean in- will be
ALSdepartment
proyear. This
represents
John
Anderson
callafter
statistics
for Chief Salot.
department’s
acting
officer
the successful
crease ofBattalion
7%
from
the previ- viders
Chief
Firefighter
Tatum
attended
program.
FF
Petet
also
completion
of
their
proous year. Additionally, 201
the required training and has
assisted
creation
callswith
werethe
received
for generalgrams.
been 2020
flying also
with saw
Med-Flight as
and implementation
the de- The year
assistance such asofsmoke
a
flight
paramedic.
He also
department’s
Peer
Support
the
new
Q942
placed
into
tector checks, and public educompleted
Elevator
and
program
well as being
FF Cash
and FF
cationasprograms.
Firefighter’s service.
Heavy Truck Rescue courses.
Hagler and Papelino continue
The shift attended in-service
to assist in the Fire Marshal’s
training with Chesterfield Fire
office. Firefighters Hoke and
Department, and various othLyles completed Fire Instrucer training classes during the
tor I, and Driver Pump Operyear. Firefighters Dodd,
ator courses. Firefighter Hoke
Hagler and Schane continued
also completed the Fire Of-

C

to assist Lieutenant’s Allen
and Nelson as Acting Lieutenants in their absence. Lieutenants Troy Allen and Cary
Nelson have consistently kept
their personnel prepared to
Interstate 95 (March)
answer all calls for service.

Interstate 95 (March)
Cary Nelson
Lieutenant Station 2

Moorman Ave (March)
Moorman Ave (March)

Troy Allen
Lieutenant Station 2

S H I F T

Patrick Grundler
Lieutenant Station 1

Hester assisted with the purchasing and labeling of some
of the equipment that was
placed into service on the
truck. B-Shift was also the
first shift assigned to the
truck when it went it service,
with the crew being Lt.
Hines, FF Cash, and FF Worrell.
The year 2020 proved to be a
year of growth for all the men
and women of B-shift. The
numerous hours dedicated to

training provided each member with new knowledge and
understanding to continue
upward progression in their
careers. The members of BHorace Hines
shift continue
to strive daily
Lieutenant Station 2
to promote the mission of
Colonial Heights Fire &
EMS and provide the citizens and visitors to the city
with the best providers in the
area. The members of Bshift look forward to another
Lieutenant Eric Albert
rewarding
and productive
Training Lieutenant
year in 2021.
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Kris Pawlick
Battalion Chief
The year 2020
was another great year for
C-shift with multiple memorable calls answered. It
began like most, with Battalion Chief Kris Pawlick
attending the Fire Chief’s
Conference in Virginia
Beach in February. A noteworthy brush fire took
place on March 5th off of
Covington Road that required all hands-on deck
and assistance from Fort
Lee Fire and EMS to rapidly control and reduce potential of fire spread to
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surrounding structures. Colonial Heights Police Department also assisted and
provided valuable intelligence through use of their
drone that allowed for command to monitor conditions
and progress of such a large
area. Mid-March brought us
the new challenge of dealing with COVID-19 and
creative measures to adjust
to changing information and
alteration of our tactics both
in public and in the fire station. These challenges were
quickly overcome to continue to meet the needs of our

citizens. On March 25th, Cshift responded to a structure fire at 150 Roanoke
Avenue, during this same
shift we responded to a reported apartment fire at 625
Old Oak Ln. The Apartment
fire had been extinguished
by residents and we transported one of those residents to the hospital with
burns and smoke inhalation.
In April we welcomed the
arrival of graduates from
Recruit Academy 21. These
individuals were the result
of the awarding of the SAFER grant and provided a

Chris Pond
Lieutenant Station 1

Geoffrey Turner
Lieutenant Station 2
much needed, highly anticipated increase in department
staffing. David Hickey and
Nicholas Wells were assigned
to C-shift Station 2 under the
leadership of Lieutenant
Geoffrey Turner. Danielle
Hannuksela was assigned to
C-shift at Station 1 under
veteran Lieutenant Chris
Pond. Each of these probationary members hit the
ground running to begin their
training in the station during
an unprecedented time. All
had successful years with
progression of their proficiency and value to C-shift and
Colonial Heights Fire and
EMS. On April 30th two tractor trailers wrecked on I-95
South at the southern end of
the city. In total, four patients
were treated and transported
from the scene. On a lighter
note, the new Quint 942 ex-
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B-Shift has been very active.
The shift answered 1,592 calls
for service in 2014. This is a
6.5% increase from last year.
The responses included 7
structure fires, 16 vehicle fires,
and 8 outdoor fires which
included grass and woodland
fires. 1,155 calls for emergency medical services were answered by B-Shift during the
year. This
Johnrepresents
Andersonan increase ofBattalion
7% from
the previChief
ous year. Additionally, 201
calls were received for general
assistance such as smoke detector checks, and public education programs. Firefighter’s
Hagler and Papelino continue
to assist in the Fire Marshal’s
office. Firefighters Hoke and
Lyles completed Fire Instructor I, and Driver Pump Operator courses. Firefighter Hoke
also completed the Fire Of-
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ficer I course. Firefighter’s gatherings
to assist
Lieutenant’s
limited
the op-Allen in keeping their young ones
Hester and Schane completed
and Nelson
as ActingtoLieutenportunities
for members
safe on Virginia’s roadways.
Fire Officer II. Firefighter pursueants
in their
absence.
classes
outside
of LieutenOff duty, several
Shane attended Confined shift training
ants Troyand
Allen
and Cary members of C-shift had lifevirtual
Space Rescue. Firefighter environments.
Nelson have
consistently kept
Notably,
changing milestones. FirefightHester successfully finished Firefighter
their personnel
to er Alexander Glickstein and his
Danielle prepared
Han95 (March)
Fire Instructor II, and also nuksela
answer
all calls
service. wifeInterstate
finished
herfor
paraCrystal
welcomed
their
Interstate
95 (March)
became chairman of the de- medic curriculum and sucnew baby girl Serena into the
partment’s EMS Committee.cessfully achieved her cerworld. Firefighter
Greg Martin
Cary Nelson
Firefighter Petet also serves on
tification as a Nationally
and his wife
Joy celebrated
the
Lieutenant
Station 2
the EMS Committee, in addi-Registered Paramedic.
birth of their second child, a
tion to collating department Firefighter William Smith
baby boy, named Bear. Firecall statistics for Chief Salot. wrapped up his Paramedic
fighter Alan Dodd and his famiMoorman Ave
ly purchased
and(March)
moved into
Firefighter Tatum attended class in December, he is
Moorman Ave (March)
scheduled
to
test
for
Natheir new home in Prince
the required training and has
George County. Shift mates and
been flying with Med-Flight astional Registry in April of
Recruit Academy 20 graduates
a flight paramedic. He also 2021. Firefighters Ryan
Murphy and Willie Wright
Firefighter William Smith and
completed Elevator and
Firefighter Willie Wright both
Heavy Truck Rescue courses.both completed Virginia
got engaged and have weddings
The shift attended in-service Department of Fire Proplanned in 2021.
training with Chesterfield Firegram’s Driver/ PumpOperator
course
and
reThe year was a chalDepartment, and various othTroy Allen
lenge and
C-shiftStation
confidently
er training classes during the ceived certifications after
Lieutenant
2
successfully passing all
rose to the encounter with posiyear. Firefighters Dodd,
tive attitudes and a reliable
Hagler and Schane continuedrequired exams. Ryan Mur-

C

phy also completed ICS-

S H 300
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December. Fire-

fighter Mathew Glascock
recertified his Child Passenger Safety Seat certification which affords him
the ability to assist families

bond to make it a success. They
answered the calls from the
public with the proficiency and
selfless service that continue to
make Colonial Heights Fire and
EMS one of the best.

Patrick Grundler
Lieutenant Station 1

cited all of us and arrived at
the perfect time as C-shift
saw a puzzling increase in
cats needing rescue from
trees. One of those occurred
on June 21st at 114 Huntington Road. Our crews safely
and efficiently handled another structure fire on November 3rd at 413 Dick
Ewell Avenue. In December,
the Crater Technical Rescue
Team was activated to assist
with the search for a missing
elderly male who would end
up being safely found and
returned by the City of Petersburg. On the same day,

Station 2 units responded to
a cardiac arrest of a COVID19 patient. The providers
obtained return of spontaneous circulation and the patient survived the event in
large part to the rapid quality
care given by our staff. The
year ended with Quint 942
and Battalion 915 responding to assist Chesterfield
Fire and EMS at a structure
fire located in a small convenience store at 3020 South
Street.
The stay-at-home
orders and severe restrictions placed on group

Horace Hines
Lieutenant Station 2

Lieutenant Eric Albert
Training Lieutenant
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Colonial Heights Training and Safety Division

Wayne Rae
Training Lieutenant
The Colonial Heights Fire
& EMS Training and Safety Division has had another
successful year in 2020.
My recent promotion and
transition in the Training
Division has been a great
opportunity. I have had to
learn many new things
along the way as well as
taking on the new role and
responsibilities. I have had
great mentors helping along
the way to make sure I will
be successful. I continue to
learn and strive to be able
to provide the proper resources and educational
opportunities to Colonial
Heights Fire & EMS and
those who need our assistance. With the many challenges that have presented
themselves to each and
everyone one of us due to
Covid-19 we have all had
to adapt and overcome.
Doing so, the Training and
Safety Division has learned
how to present training
opportunities and hold classes with social distancing
being a major factor. We
also placed our major focus
on hosting virtual classes

and meetings to prevent
possible exposures. To assist in this we now have
webcams at each station
and the Public Safety
Building to allow virtual
meetings and training. This
has led to multiple department wide training sessions
on the latest and greatest
decontamination skills and
equipment. With help from
grants received we were
successful in deploying
multiple new devices in
service to help de-con our
trucks, equipment and stations. We now have the
Curis Decontamination
Portable Systems and the
Victory Innovations Electrostatic Handheld Sprayers
at our disposal and these
units were issued to multiple departments. Training
was completed by multiple
employees throughout the
City of Colonial Heights
allowing us to provide coverage to all of the departments and City buildings as
well as any vehicles or
equipment that needs to be
sanitized. This equipment
has been utilized successfully multiple times
throughout the city to decontaminate and sanitize
and protect the employees
and citizens of Colonial
Heights. We also were one
of the first departments in
the area to open our doors
and allow EMS student ride
along’s to return. John Tyler Community College has
kept our Field Training
Officers busy precepting
them so they will have the
proper experience and
training to excel and succeed with their journey
becoming EMS providers
in the future. The logistics
to make this happen would
not have been possible

without all of the great
members of our department
lending help and advice
along the way. During the
year we had an ISO inspection/review that required a
lot of hours by multiple
personnel. I was responsible for researching our
training records and
providing those details that
were required for another
successful inspection. We
also began with the ESO
kickoff, a new EMS reporting system, in 2020, which
entailed research and training into how our training
and records would be provided and recorded once
the new system went live.
We also partnered with
several other local Fire &
EMS departments and began looking into a possible
joint venture that would

provide a Tri-Cities Regional Burn Building and Training Center. This is still in the
planning process and we
continue to work on the project with hopes of brining it
to fruition this year. With all
that being said, overall Colonial Height Fire Department
members completed a total
of 1,565 hours of training,
between Fire, EMS, Rescue
and other topics! Many new
certifications were gained by
our members and I’m sure
there will be more to follow.
I want to personally thank
each and every member of
this great organization for
your continued support and
guidance. Always remember
we are a Team and as a team
we can accomplish anything! Take care, stay safe
and train harder!
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tem inspected and test per NFPA 25.
18 – Inspections conducted to assist the 3 – Cases were determined to be accibuilding official.
dental or undetermined.
J. Boisseau obtained criminal fire code
summons against the owners of 3 properties. The office worked closely with
Zoning on these properties to try to get
the issues resolved. After giving the
owners plenty of opportunity to correct
the violations; they were never corrected. Thus, criminal charges were placed.

Storage of waste tires. Owner passed
away prior to court.
Joe Boisseau
Deputy Fire Marshal

Storage of waste tires. The charges
against the owner were dropped and the
responsible person was found guilty.

Fire Marshal’s
Office Report
Year 2020

Combustible waste creating a fire hazard, unsecured vacant property creating
a fire hazard, and failure to placard the
property as unsafe for firefighters. Case
is pending in court.

Overview:

The main focus was on making sure
fire protection and detection system
were still being maintained and inspected. However, this became an issue as
several fire protection companies were
cutting back on the number of employees in the field. That led to several
systems being delayed in getting the
required inspection. Thus, the number
of third-party inspections reports were
down from last year.
95 – General inspections, most of these
were sending notices to get the fire
systems inspected.
39 – Notices to have the kitchen hood
fire suppression system inspected per
code.
37 – Notices sent out for fire alarm
inspection reported per NFPA 72.
23 – Notices to have fire sprinkler sys-

1 – Case was for false summoning the
fire department when an occupant at
hotel activated the fire alarm. The
suspect was later identified and arrested. They plead guilty and were ordered to pay restitution to the department and do community service.
1 – Case was assisting the police department with the investigation of
manufacturing an incendiary device.
This was discovered after the suspect
was arrested on domestic charges.

This year was a challenge with the
COVID pandemic. The national crisis
brought a halt to any new inspections
unless it was a complaint or required
for the state licensing. This brought
our number way down from last year.

Inspections:

Charging Battery for Garden Tools
Failed

The office responded to 16 citizen’s
complaints that required field inspection. Of these, 9 were referred to or
from Zoning to assist with resolving
any concerns that could be addressed
under the fire code. There were 3 visits
to area businesses because of exit doors
being blocked or locked because of
COVID. Several more complaints for
exit concerns were addressed by phone
calls. All were found justified or within
the regulations of the fire code.

1 – Case involved unknown person
igniting a mortar firework inside a
mailbox. After checking the neighborhood no suspects were identified.
1 – Case involved unknown person(s)
setting a fire to a book and trash at
White Bank Park. The free book exchange box was vandalized as well.
1 – Response to Prince George for a
house fire which was determined to be
cause by an extension cord.

1 – Requested by Dinwiddie for assistance at a house fire. Upon arrival the
house was a total loss and fire crews
Only 3 parking tickets were issued.
were still activly involved in firefighting. The scene could not be acOperations issued 24 false fire alarm cessed, so it was left undetermined.
citations.

Investigations:

Hazardous Materials:

The department responded to 34 hazThis year the office had 9 cases as- ardous materials incidents of which 18
signed.
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were natural gas. There were 4 involving gasoline and 4 involving carbon
monoxide. The department responded to
32 incidents for a possible hazardous
materials release and nothing was found.
Crater Regional Hazardous Materials
Team was not activated in 2020. Because of the COVID pandemic regional
training was limited or restricted.
J. Boisseau was one of the assisting instructors for a regional hazardous materials technician course conducted in December. This was a combined course
with Chesterfield, Richmond, and Crater
Regional Team.

Public Educations:
Because of COVID several of our public
education and public services were restricted.
In 2020 the department only conducted:
32 – Smoke detector installations or
checks (2019 – 50)
22 – Child Safety Seat Checked and
Educations (2019 – 65)
16 – Knox Box installations or updating
the key (2019 – 21)
6 – Carbon monoxide detector installations or checks (2019 – 2)
4 – Public educations (2019 – 32)
The department did not conduct any
daycare or elementary school fire prevention programs because of the pandemic.

M A R S H A L ’ S
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A.G. Moore
Fire Chief

Beverley Brandt
Emergency Manager

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE!
HAPPY RETIREMENT!
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Tim Blumenschine
Emergency Manager
The City of Colonial
Heights Office of Emergency Management continues its mission to work
with City personnel to
mitigate, prepare, respond and recover from
emergencies and to educate the public against
these potential threats.
Emergency Management
monitors weather threats
(severe storms, tropical
systems, flooding and
winter weather) and,
when necessary, participates in conference calls
with the Virginia Department of Emergency Management and the National
Weather Service. When
needed, weather briefings are distributed
among key staff to keep
them abreast of pending
or current weather hazards.
Like elsewhere, in March
2020, the city started responding to, and planning
for, the COVID-19 pandemic. On March 12,
2020 the Commonwealth
of Virginia declared a
State of Emergency and
the City followed suit on
March 16, 2020. Emergency Management
worked with city officials
and staff in developing
COVID-19 preparedness

and response plans to
include a Continuity of
Operation Plan (COOP).
As the disease progressed and, using the
latest CDC guidance,
Emergency Management
worked with city management and supervisors in
determining the proper
response when city employees became exposed
to the virus or received a
positive test. Throughout
the year Emergency
Management continued
to assist with plan and
policy updates in accordance with updated restrictions outlined in the
Governor’s Executive
Orders and based on
CDC Guidelines.
During emergencies,
communications is the
key for all involved in response actions especially
for a large event. This
was exercised in August
2020 when the city experienced a major flooding
event. Heavy rains,
throughout the month, led
up to a flash flood event
on August 15th which
created evacuation orders, roads closures and
concerns about the Lakeview Dam. Emergency
Management worked with
and continues to work
with other department
personnel in the city’s
response and recovery to
include a pending
$240,000 flood mitigation
grant to purchase property impacted by the flood
waters. The city’s Community Emergency Response Team (CERT)
help with the door to door
distribution of materials to
impacted citizens, keeping everyone up to date
with information.
Emergency Management
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continues to manage and
coordinate State Homeland Security Grants. For
2020, the department
received a Local Emergency Management Program (LEMPG) grant for
$7,500 from the Department of Emergency Management (VDEM) to be
used to fund a portion of
the Emergency Manager’s salary.
The Surry Nuclear Plant,
in coordination with
VDEM, allocated $700 to
the City of Colonial
Heights from the Commonwealth of Virginia’s
Radiological Emergency
Preparedness fund for
the 2019 Radiological
Emergency Preparedness Program. With these
funds, this program will
allow the city to enhance
our radiological emergency preparedness program; the money will be
held and accumulated
and spent with next
year’s allotment to make
upgrades to the Emergency Operations Center.
The CERT program received $12,250 to continue training citizens on
how to prepare, to take
care of their families and
neighbors for the first 72
hours during an emergency. Unfortunately the
class planned for 2020
could not occur due to
Covid restrictions. The
class is planned for late
summer 2021, if Covid
restrictions allow.
In 2019, the Crater Regional Technical Rescue
Team received $76,000
to develop a Swiftwater
Flood Rescue Team to
respond to a water rescue emergency. Colonial
Heights has taken the

lead in managing the financial component of the
grant and continues to
work through the grant
requirements, a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with the other jurisdictions, and acquisition processes. Final
purchases and grant
closeout will be in 2021.
In October 2020, Emergency Manager Beverly
Brandt retired after 10
years of service with the
City. Over the years Beverly was instrumental in
moving many programs
forward within Emergency Management not only
locally, but also at the
regional level. Most recently Beverly was a key
component in working
with City officials in developing Covid response
plans and policies.
The position remained
vacant until early December 2020 when Tim Blumenschine was hired as
her replacement. Tim
recently retired from the
National Park Service
and comes with extensive
experience in Emergency
Management at the federal level and has served
in career or volunteer
positions in law enforcement, EMS, structural
fire, and wildland fire.
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remained as safe and unexposed as possible.

ECC Manager
Elizabeth Gegenheimer

Colonial Heights Emergency Communications spent
much of 2020 remaining
busy with not as many calls
for service but with the advancing technology and
major projects to more effectively service our community.

While most will remember
2020 for its closure of businesses, school, and workplace, the Emergency Communications Center (ECC)
remained operational. Staff
members were placed on
additional “on call” shifts in
the event of illness or exposure, mask mandates were
put into place, and contingency plans were made in
hopes of not being necessary. Communications Officers began screening all
callers in early March and
continued to do so throughout the rest of the year. We
were the first call many
citizens made in regards to
information related to City
offices and their shutdown,
available resources, and
vaccinations once available.
By screening callers and
those that visited, we assisted in making sure our partners within the Fire & EMS
and Police Departments

During 2020, ECC held a
promotional process as well
as an initial hiring. Beginning in January, candidates
for Communications Supervisor position tested and
interviewed with both a panel and Chiefs from both the
Police and Fire Departments. After the process was
completed, Communications
Officers Elaine Bridgeman,
Mariah Good, and Tiarra
Murdaugh will all promoted
in March. Communications
Supervisor Liz Gegenheimer
was still acting as the Communications Manager until
the position realignment was
approved and in April, she
was promoted to the new
position of ECC Manager.
With 12 years of experience
in Emergency Communications and classes in both
Criminal Justice and Fire/
EMS, she was officially
handed a civilian position to
lead the Emergency Communications Center. Upon
the promotion, Communications Officer Ashley Rainey
dropped her acting title and
was announced as a Communications Supervisor of
“A” shift. The year 2020
brought a huge and welcomed management change
into the center. In March,
the Communications Center
also welcomed new Administrative Assistant Lauren
Fowler to assist with the
daily and never-ending administrative tasks that must
be completed. Throughout
the summer, Communications conducted one of its

largest hiring processes to
date and had four entry level
spots to fill. In September,
we welcomed Shannon Allen, Suzette Bishop, Christina Kesler, and Mallory
Murray to the center. Communications Officer Murray
was the only hire with previous experience and the
rest of the year each of them
spent many hours training
with staff on policy and
procedure.
Battalion Chief Eric Albert
continues to lead the P25
Radio Project as part of the
Capital Region Radio System upgrade. This group
which includes Henrico,
Richmond, Hanover, Capital Region Airport Commission, Chesterfield, and Colonial Heights moves forward to replace the 800
MHz system that was initially installed in 2001. This
upgrade will move each of
these agencies forward to
become compliant with
Next Generation 9-1-1.
The Emergency Communications Center continues to
receive Text-to-911 and
utilize Rapid SOS technology that assists in locating
wireless callers by using the
GPS location on the devices
the communications center
receives calls from. This
improving technology in
conjunction with geographical information systems
(GIS), upgrades to the call
handling equipment, and
data analytics will meet the
national standard that requires all 911 calls to be
delivered to a 911 center on

IP circuits with associated
caller location data. This is
part of the Commonwealth’s
NextGen 9-1-1 initiative
and will improve our center’s ability to properly loInterstate 95 (March)
cate and transfer the increasing number of wireless
callers that our center receives annually. These enhancements are anticipated
to improve not only our
voice
and text
Moorman
Avemessaging
(March)
capabilities but also potentially photo and video as
well.
Our largest project throughout 2020 was the Computer
Aided Dispatch, or CAD,
project. The City entered a
contract in July of 2019 for
the replacement of the CAD
program and much of the
other software that our public safety personnel uses
daily. During the year, representatives from each of
the 4 sections of public safety worked together for the
building portion of this project. Communications personnel assisting the project
included Communications
Supervisor Ashley Rainey,
Communications Supervisor
Mariah Good, Communications Officer Courtney
Christel, and Communications Officer Joe Wall. Staff
spent approximately 200
hours with the chosen vendor, Tyler Technologies, to
train and work through the
various sections of the build
and implementation. ECC
Manager Liz Gegenheimer
lead the project assisting the
Police Department is the
deployment of e-citation in
July. Our current program
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2020 Calls
911 Calls
13,210
Admin Calls
54,214
Total
67,424
In total, 67,424 phone
calls were processed by
dispatch personnel,
along with the processing and entering of
1,401 criminal warrants
and 451 protective
orders in the year 2020.

was installed in 1994 and
has reached its end of life.
Although most of the training was scheduled for inperson, all training sessions
were rescheduled and handled remotely. This caused
many issues during our
learning process but the
project remains on schedule
for an anticipated go-live
date in July 2021.
During the month of October, the ECC led the replacement project of the
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) that services the
Public Safety Building. This
unit provides power to the
Police Department, Emergency Communications
Center, Fire Administration,
and Fire Station 1 in the
event utility power drops
below or surges above safe
voltage levels. This unit was
last replaced in 2008 and is
an integral part of our systems to ensure we remain
operational should the power even go out momentarily.

The Colonial Heights Emergency Communications continues to house all warrants
and protective orders issued
in the city. Our center not
only enters this paperwork,
but also validates all entries.
We have 670 outstanding
warrants at present. Most of
these papers are entered into
the Virginia Criminal Information Network (VCIN) and
National Crime Information
Center (NCIC) systems with
all available information on
the subject. Information is
obtained through both Department of Motor Vehicles
(DMV) and criminal histories. All entries are required
to be accurate to the letter.
Every three years, our agency is audited by Virginia
State Police. Failure to
maintain accuracy and documentation on all entries
could cause a locality to lose
their VCIN/NCIC license.
To maintain accuracy in
between audit years, center
staff completes cross checks
on each and every entry
twice into the systems mentioned above. Communications Supervisor Tiarra Murdaugh leads our VCIN team
and is assisted by Communications Supervisor Elaine
Bridgeman, Communications Officer Denise Chandler, Communications Officer Melissa Setterholm,
and Communications Officer Lisa Hartsell. In addition to cross checks and
preparation for audit years,
staff continued monthly validations and forwarded information to VCIN. These
monthly validations take
numerous hours to complete.

Each warrant needs to be
cross checked with all available proofs that were used
for the entry. The monthly
list is compiled of warrants,
protective orders, stolen
vehicles, articles, guns, and
stolen license plates that
were entered during that
month from the prior year.
Part of this list is forwarded
to the records division of the
police department to confirm if articles have been
recovered or the entries can
be cleared or removed from
the system. Communications Officer Denise Chandler is responsible for making sure the Commonwealth
Attorney’s purge is completed. This purge is completed quarterly and clears
up our files of warrants that
have expired.

completed their Communications Training Officer, or
CTO, certification class.
On-the-job training is an
integral part of the initial
training
process and the
Interstate 95 (March)
assistance from our CTOs
is invaluable.

Throughout 2020, staff
completed approximately
316 hours of training. Even
though almost all of this
training was performed either remotely or on shift,
emergency communications
is still required to obtain and
maintain several certifications. All center staff is required to maintain Basic
Dispatch, VCIN, CPR,
Emergency Medical Dispatch (EMD), and incident
command training. Upon an
initial hire, communications
officers complete approximately 100 hours of training
to meet minimum requirements established by state
and local officials. Each
supervisor completed leadership training and Communications Officers Joe Wall
and Courtney Christel both

Through a new initiative
within the center, center
staff wanted to get involved
in the community that we
work in and where many of
staff live. Using our social
media platform, t-shirts
were sold and proceeds
were donated to The James
House. The James House is
a non-profit organization
that advocates and educates
those affected by sexual
violence, domestic violence, and stalking within
the Tri-City area. The
Emergency Communications Center was able to
successfully donate $550 to
the cause in October during
Domestic Violence Awareness month. ECC staff also
volunteered at the Animal
Shelter walking dogs and
on Halloween night participating with the City’s Trick
-or-Treat for community
children. We look forward
to expanding to events
throughout 2021.

During the Department’s
Awards Banquet in March
of each year, CommunicationsMoorman
Supervisor
Mariah
Ave (March)
Good was awarded the
“Communications Officer
of the Year.” This annual
award is given to a communications officer who goes
above and beyond their
already demanding job.
The Emergency Communications division is ecstatic
to have the ability to reward the hard work for our
unseen heroes.
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Interstate 95 (March)

A Shift Supervisor
Ashley Rainey
The Emergency Communications Center processed a
total of 67,424 phone calls
in 2020. This includes
13,210 emergency 911 calls
and 54,214 administrative
phone calls. The center also
answered approximately 400
calls from the police department’s lobby phone. The
above phone calls generated
37,044 calls for service to be
dispatched for public safety
and non-public safety departments. The center processed 1,401 warrants and
451 protective orders during
2020. The following are
reports from each of the four
shifts within the Colonial
Heights Emergency Communications Center.
A Shift Annual Report
The year 2020 was a year
full of unprecedented challenges and changes that created unique learning and
training opportunities for A
Shift. In March, Communications Officers Bridgeman
and Wall were moved to
other shifts, and Communications Officers Chandler
and Rainey joined Hartsell
on A Shift. The following
month, Supervisor Gegenheimer was promoted to the
position of ECC Manager
and Communications Of-

B Shift Supervisor
Tiarra Murdaugh

C Shift Supervisor
Elaine Bridgeman
istrating our Facebook and
Instagram pages. Supervisor Rainey successfully
completed her APCO Communications Center Supervisor certification in June.
In August, she participated
in the hiring process
through the testing and panel interviews that brought in
our four newest Communications Officers.

ficer Rainey was promoted
from Acting Supervisor to
A Shift Supervisor.

Throughout 2020, Supervisor Rainey continued to
work on the Computer Automated Dispatch (CAD)
Build Team as the representative of a CAD User to
complete the programming
of the call-types, and create
the CAD template and calltaking template. She completed the overhaul and organization of our intranet
and continued to grow our
social media presence
through creating and admin-

A Shift continued its
work on ensuring that all
local records and VCIN
entries are accurately maintained. Communications
Officer Chandler is an asset
to the team and works diligently on keeping the agency’s local records accurate
and making sure that all
communications officers are
up to date on VCIN/NCIC
changes and policies. Chandler reformatted all of our
checklist documents to allow them to have editable
fields and works to complete the CA Purge, tests the
ANI/ALI printer, maintains
our Project Lifesaver files,
maintains the scheduled
Keepsafe calls, a program
where police check on citizens in need, and weather
siren tests within CAD, and
has taken on maintaining
the pass along documents
for our shift. In 2020, the

Moorman Ave (March)

D Shift Supervisor
Mariah Good

VCIN Team welcomed
Communications Officer
Hartsell to the team where
her previous dispatching
and VCIN experience provided a fresh perspective to
the center. Hartsell began
by condensing and reorganizing our current VCIN filing system and has taken
ownership of purging expired Protective Orders.
She works with the rest of
the team to ensure that the
center stays informed, accurate, and ready for audit.
Their combined knowledge
has been invaluable with
assisting in training our employees.
In October, A Shift welcomed our newest member,
Communications Officer
Kesler, who began her training with Supervisor Rainey.
Although Kesler joins our
team with no previous dis-
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patching experience, she has
a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology with a minor in
Criminal Justice. Her attention to detail has given her
an aptitude for VCIN paperwork and her quick wit has
made her a joyful addition
to the shift. Communications Officer Kesler has
been released from calltaking and is currently training on fire radio.
The year 2020 was a
challenging year for all, but
A Shift adapted quickly and
embraced the changes. A
shift continues to lean into
the knowledge of one another to quickly adapt to changes for the betterment of the
center and to grow closer as
a team. With 2021 well
underway, A Shift continues
to seek out opportunities to
learn, share our skills, and
improve our education to
become as well-rounded as
possible.
B Shift’s Annual Report
The year 2020 was full of
exciting calls, big changes,
and new beginnings for B
Shift. In March, Communications Officer Tiarra Murdaugh was promoted to B
Shift Communications Supervisor, and she was joined
by Communications Officers Joseph Wall and Steven
Hanson for a combined total
of thirty-three years of
emergency communications
experience. Throughout
2020, Communications Of-

ficer Wall trained two new
hires (the first left us in August, unfortunately). The
second trainee, Suzette
Bishop began her journey to
become a Communications
Officer in October. Communications Officer Wall is
also a member of the CAD
Build Team. Their goal is
to build and implement a
new Computer Aided Dispatch system that will serve
the Center and the City,
hopefully, for the next twenty-five years.
Communications Officer
Hanson continues to be a
great asset to B Shift with
his extensive knowledge
and incomparable ability to
liven up the center with
plenty of levity and entertainment. Communications
Officer Hanson also continues to follow his dream of
becoming a millionaire at
Rosie’s Gaming Emporium,
and has promised to pay off
Communication Officer
Wall’s Jeep if he wins big.
In regards to training and
continued education, B Shift
has collectively maintained
certifications in CPR, Emergency Medical Dispatch,
Communications Training
Officer, and full access to
VCIN and NCIC. Supervisor Murdaugh completed
APCO’s online Communications Supervisors Course.
Additionally, Communications Officer Wall completed the Communications
Training Officer course
through APCO.
While 2020 was, for the
most part, a good year for B
Shift, we were not immune
to the effects of COVID-19.
There were many challenges
that were met and over-

come, but these struggles
could not have been surpassed without the help of
the three other shifts that
make up this center, and
because of that, we owe A,
B, and D Shift a debt of
gratitude.
In closing, it
should be noted that every
shift within this center is
manned by Communications Officers that showed
up every day and ready to
work. We showed up every
day and ready to work, even
as many city departments,
local businesses, and seemingly, the world closed
down around us. The Colonial Heights Emergency
Communications Center
proved once more that we
are not only steadfast in our
duties, but we are always
ready to answer the call.
C Shift Annual Report
The year 2020 was a year of
the unexpected. It began
with a promotional process
for all four Communications
Supervisor positions. After
the promotional process, we
all experienced a shift shake
up, many of us moving to
new and/or opposite shifts.
In March, we began to feel
the effects of COVID-19
and like many others went
into lockdown. This caused
calls to drop dramatically, at
least for C-Shift. In person
trainings were cancelled.
Local conferences were
cancelled. We learned new
policies and procedures to
help ourselves and citizens
cope with the virus. Monthly meetings became Zoom
meetings and we adapted to
change.

In March 2020,
Communications Officer
Bridgeman was promoted to
Communications Supervisor
of C-Shift. Bridgeman
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tive personality and calm
demeanor to the shift. She
also is a part of the Communications Volunteer Team,
and has spent several mornings and afternoons walking
dogs for the Colonial
Heights Animal Shelter.
D Shift Annual Report

moved from A-Shift, joining Communications Officers Christel and Lynch.
Communications Supervisor
Bridgeman also joined the
VCIN Team where she has
been able to expand her
knowledge of warrants, protective orders, and other
pertinent paperwork.
Bridgeman utilizes her
knowledge of VCIN/NCIC
to aid her shift and others in
entering correct codes, modifying paperwork to reflect
updated information, checking and cross checking paperwork and ensuring all of
it is completed in an effective and efficient manner.
The VCIN Team meets
quarterly to discuss changes
and ensure everyone is on
the same page and all shifts
are aware of expectations
and operations. In November 2020, Elaine completed
EMD training online
through APCO. She spent
six weeks learning the importance of pre-arrival instructions and utilizing the
guide cards our center is
equipped with to aid responders in gaining as much
information as possible.
Communications
Officer Christel also broad-

ened her knowledge by enrolling and completing the
APCO Communications
Training Officer course.
Christel was able to begin
using her new knowledge
almost immediately after
passing the course. In September, Christel was reassigned to D-Shift and started training new hire, Shannon Allen. Communications
Officer Christel is sorely
missed on C-Shift.
Communications
Training Officer Lynch continued to utilize his skillset
and knowledge on C-Shift.
Lynch aided in creating a
new power point for the
training program, focusing
on geography. CTO Lynch
continued to aid in the training of new hires for the first
six months of 2020. Lynch
planned and taught several
in-house shift trainings.
Topics he chose ranged
from pursuit calls to active
shooter call types. Lynch
remains an asset to the center and C-Shift.
Communications
Officer Nevetral was assigned to C-Shift in September 2020, coming from the
opposite night shift.
Nevetral brought her posi-

The year 2020 started with a
bang - the beginning of the
pandemic, four new trainees
and supervisors, and the
new position of ECC Manager. Add a sprinkle of our
first major CAD project
since 1994 and we have got
a year full of surprises.
In September of 2020, D
Shift welcomed two new
employees: Mallory Murray
and Shannon Allen. Mallory
came to the CHECC with
nine years of dispatch experience; six months with William and Mary and seven
with James City County.
Since her hire, Murray has
completed her training and
will be assigned to C Shift
permanently. Prior to Shannon’s hire, she worked in
childcare. Shannon is approaching her release on the
call-taker position and has
started training on Fire/EMS
radio and VCIN/NCIC paperwork.
In addition to new employees, D Shift also had a bit of
a shift shake up. Holly
Nevetral was moved to C
Shift and Courtney Christel
to D Shift. Courtney was
assigned to our shift as a
brand-new CTO and immediately began training Dispatcher Allen. In addition to
training, Courtney is one of
the ECC employees assigned to the CAD project
team.

Communications Officer
Melissa Setterholm remained on D Shift throughout 2020. Melissa continues
to play an active role on our
VCIN team to include completing our monthly evaluations. Acting Supervisor
Mariah Good was promoted
to Supervisor in March of
2020. Mariah trained Dispatcher Murray alongside
Supervisor Murdaugh and is
a member of the CAD project team.
Although the call volume
was slower at the beginning
of the year, as 2020 picked
up so did our calls and D
Shift once again lived up to
its reputation for being the
receiver of significant calls.
Between the usual traffic
stops, foot pursuits, and
medical calls, D Shift had
one structure fire, several
shootings, two water rescues, an ATV accident, and
two protests. It was a year
full of much more serious
calls and D Shift was
pushed further than ever
before, but we finished the
year out a stronger team.
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Apparatus
Ambulances
Telesqurts
Pumper/Engine
Quint/Aerial
Heavy Rescue/Pumper
Brush Truck
Haz-Mat Response Trailer
Water Rescue
Utility Vehicle
Response Data
Total fires
Building Fires/Fire in Building
Vehicle Fires
Brush Fires
Other Fires
EMS Incidents
Haz-Mat/Hazardous Conditions
Spills/leaks/Haz-mat
Down or low hanging wire
Electrical Problems
Other
False Calls/Alarms
Good Intent
Service Calls
Other
Total
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6
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2

58
22
13
11
12
3,972
109
32
40
25
12
178
418
462

Johnston Willis ER

VA McGuire ER

21
5,221

Response Times
Fire units arrived on scene in less
than 9 minutes on 97.2% of emergency incidents.
(Avg. response time 6:10 min.)

EMS units arrived on scene in
less than 9 minutes on 97.9% of
emergency incidents.
(Avg. response time 5:36 min.)

Mutual Aid
Rec.
Chesterfield EMS
26
Chesterfield Fire
21
Dinwiddie EMS
0
Dinwiddie Fire
0
Fort Lee EMS
22
Fort Lee Fire
3
Hopewell EMS
0
Hopewell Fire
0
Petersburg EMS
10
Petersburg Fire
3
Prince George EMS
4
Prince George Fire
0
Haz Mat Team
0
Tech Rescue Team
0

Prov.
43
8
0
1
0
1
1
1
58
4
1
2
0
2
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PROUDLY SERVING THE
CITIZENS , BUSINESSES, AND
GUESTS OF COLONIAL HEIGHTS!

"Our Mission is to promote fire safety, fire prevention, and health

safety in the community, as well as to perform fire suppression, rescue, emergency medical services, and emergency services to the citizens, workers, and visitors in Colonial Heights and
surrounding communities who shall summon our assistance."

